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ABSTRACT

The Fauli exclusion principle is one of the most fundamental

laws of nature. Yet the experiment shows that many fundamental

lams are in fact not absolute, but only approximate, i.e. are val-

id only to a certain accuracy. At presemt, however, there are no

su.svers i0 the question: "To what accuracy is the Paul! principle

valid?" This is so because there are no models capable of describ-

ing small deviations from the exclusion principle. In the present

paper me consider the problem of constructing such models. We have

constructed the simplest algebra of the creation and annihilation

operators with a parameter £> which incorporates the small vio-

lations of the Pauli principle (for &»D * n e Paull principle

holds absolutely true). The commutation relations in this model

prove to be trilinear. We then present a model Harailtonian based

on the constructed algebra which describes the Pauli principle

violating transitions i.e. transitions of two Identical particles

into the same state) with the probability suppressed by a factor

of A2 (notwithstanding the fact that the Hamiltonian itself does

not contain any email parameters).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beginning with the pioneering works on the nonconservation

of parity in weak interactions the problem of possible small vio-

lations of the fundamental physical principles has been constantly

drawing much attention of both theorists and experimental physi-

cists.

Recently much attention was paid to the problem of nonoonser-

vation of such quantum numbers as lepton and baryon charges. The

nonoonservation of these charges can be described in the frame-

work of models, satisfying all the fundamental principles of quan-

tum field theory (i.e. Lorentz invariance, relativistic causal-

ity and so on). The well-known examples of suoh models are grand

unified theories.

Fewer papers were devoted to possible nonconaervation of the

electric charge £"l,2j, CPT-violation /~3j and Lorenta invariance.

The construction of models incorporating such effects apparently

requires rather drastic modification of the existing theory.

The Pauli exclusion principle is certainly one of the most

fundamental principles of the quantum theory. A possibility of

small violations of this principle was discussed in Ref. [$]t

However^ this principle is very much different in its nature from

those principles which are connected to the existence of some

kind of symmetry (discrete or continuous). The symmetry principles

are valid because of the special form (i.e. invariance) of the

Lagrangian (and the vacuum) whereas the Pauli principle holds

true due to the special form of the commutation relations. There-

fore, the exact meaning of the phrase "small violation of the

Paul! principle" ie far from being trivial and does not seem

to be unique. Here it should be noted that we here do not refer

to the well-known facts that beside the Fermi-statistics there

can exist other types of statistics (for instance, parastatis-

tios [S] or interpolating statistios [l]; from our point of view

parastatistlOB can be treated aa "10096 violation of Paul! prin-

ciple").

Bather, we are interested in the possibility that the "Ulti-

mate Theory" oontains a parameter p such that at fi~D the Paul!

principle is absolutely exact, but at nonzero y2> the Paul!

principle violating processes are possible, but suppressed, say,

by the powers of fi> . An example of such process is the transi-

tion of an atomic electron to the state whioh is already ooaupied

by another electron.

The salient feature of the case under consideration is that

the question of the choice of the parameter ft is far from being

trivial. This is so because in order to answer this question one

has to construct some model describing the violation of the Paull

principle which vanishes when Q -* 0 .We know of no published

attempts in this direction.(Here we should like to mention once

more that here we are not concerned with alternative types of statis-

tics such aa parastatistios, interpolating statistios etc.).

These models of such kind are interesting not only because

of the traditional "why not" motivation. The point is that the

violation of the Pauli principle, if it really exists, could be

seen in the same type of experiments as are designed for searches
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of electron instability (in both cases there ocoure the radiation

of a hard j' -quantum after the t ran* it Ion of an electron from a

higher level to the K-shell.

Let us make clear why a possibility of a small violation of

the Paul! principle is not forbidden by the general theorems of

the quantum field theory which describe the connection between

spin and statistics. In the axiomatic field theory (aee, e.g.

fief [&J) people have proved the following spin-etatistios theorem.

Let ^J(-z) be a complex quantum field transforming according to an

arbitrary irreducible representation fy('£> j') of

group* Then, if

£> j

then

Thus we see that this and analogous theorems forbid the Bose

quantization of the spin- ^ fields. However, one can think (at

least, in principle) of many other ways of quantising the spin* 4

fields beside the Bose way, and all these ways are not excluded

by the spin-statistic theorems. In particular, the question of

whether there exists a method of quantisation which would lead to

a small violation of the Fauli principle is left open by this

theorems.

The validity of the Pauli principle follows automatically

from the form of the antloommutatlon relations between the opera-

tors of the electron-positron fields <P(x-), (pfe) or which is

equivalent, between the oreation and annihilation operators of

the electrons and positrons CL , CC^~ , *p - , $ ^ .
jqfi KO KO KO

Therefore in a theory, dwribing tht violation of th« principle

the antiooamutation relation* should bt certainly ohangad. Apriori

it is not at all clear in what fora should one take new oomaut*-

tlon relations. Generally •peaking, to iolve tail problem one

could reason a* follow*. Let us consider various sets of the

commutation relations between the fields fCx) > <¥(&) of

the most general forms

%= 1,2... * ( 1 )

One should consider not only bilinear relations, but also tri-

llnear ones and so on, each set containing not necessarily one

but, in general, several (k) independent relations. Furthermore,

one should require that these relations satisfy a number of gen-

eral principles of the quantum field theoryJ the positivity of

energy, Lorentz lnvarlance, relativistlo causality, the electrio

charge ( fertnlonlo number) conservation, C-purity, As for the

last four principles, one should not require that these principles

he absolutely valid, it suffices to require that their possible

violations were at most of order O(p) (where A is the Pauli

principle violating parameter) so that when &-+O all these vio-

lations were unotserva;,: v Small.

In this way one could in principle find all the allowed

commutation relations (or prove that they do not exist) oontain-

ing a small parameter p and resulting in the usual ferml-sta-

tistics of the electrons when £-* 0

In practice, however, this way seems intractable. A more

simple method oonsists In the following. Instead of searching
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for the algebra of the operators, let us try to construot first

the representation of this algebra possessing the necessary prop-

erty and after that try to find the commutation relations them-

selves. It is more convenient to work with the creation and anni-

hilation operators than with the field operators. Let UB further

simplify the problem by discarding the momentum and spin variables

and considering only electron (but not positron) operators.

2. The construction of an algebra incorporating a small

violation of the Fauli principle.

Thus, we should find representation of the creation and

annihilation operators a, a+ depending on the parameter R so

that when A tends to zero this representation transforms into

the usual Fermi representation

F~ i 0 0 J f F I 1 0 J (2)

(As the orthonormal base here we take the vacuum / 0)> and one-

particle state /i">). Evidently, the minimal dimensionality of

the state space we are looking for is three, •-hnrme as the basis

of that space the states /<O (vacuum), /1 *> (one-particle

state) and /2^> {two-particle state).** Suppose that the action

of the creation and annihilation operators is defined a* follows

(the parameter B Is Bupposed to be real):

'In the present paper the problem will be considered only in

such simplified framework, so that the problems of causality,

Lorentz invariance and the electric charge conservation do not

arise. A more complete treatment will be given in a separate

publication.

**'These names will be Justified further after the construction

of the particle number operator N.

* 0

Then the matrices of these operators in the chosen basis take

the form:

' 0 1 0 \

0 0 f I *- ' I i - 0 0
D C 0 /

The Hilbert state space H oan be decomposed into the direct sum

of the subspaces Hg (stretched over the veotore /&} 9 /i^ )

and H1 (stretched over the vector /<?> ). It is dear that If

A - 0 the transitions between the states In H2 and H. become

forbidden so that the space H^ gets completely decoupled from

H2.

Now, let us oonstruot the commutation relations (i.e., al-

gebra) which is satisfied by the operators a, a+. To do that,

one should calculate various products of the operators a, a+ of

the form a2, a+a, aa+, a? eto and then find the relations . 'be-

tween them (such relations should certainly exist because there

are only 9 Independent 3x3 matrices). It is convenient to ohoose

9 basic matrices K, H (i, j - 1, 2, 3) as follows

O i O
P 0

o o o
and so on. These matrices are not Hermitean: ilt, • M... Caloulat-
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ing the products of the operators a, a+ up to triple products

and decomposing them with respect to M±., we find

Hermitean conjugate relations are not written down. Using (6),

let us try first to find bilinear oonmutation relations, i.e.

the relations of the form

(7)

The first three terma in Eq. (7) are diagonal; the laat four

terms have zero diagonal elements and are linearly independent,

therefore C^ - C Cfi

obey the following set of equations

0. The coefficients C, - C, should

= D
->

C^ 0

The determinant of the laat eyfltem is equal to /- ft1'+ &**

i.e., it does not vanish with any 8 . Therefore, we conclude

that the operators CL,} a/ and their bilinear products

are linearly independent, i.e. the bilinear commutation rela-

tions are absent In the model under consideration.

The nine-dimensional linear apace of 3x3 matrices I can be

decomposed into the direct sum of the three-dimensional space

Ld (diagonal matrices) and alx-dimenaional space L (matrices

-0-

with aaro diagonal elements). Tht ip«o« 1. oontalna two lndapvn-

dent operators a+a and aa+ wharaaa tht ipao* LQ oontala* t«n

(lndtp«od«nt) operator! (t, a2, a2t+, M + « , «+»2 plug thtlr

Hermitean conjugataa). Therafore, In the apao* L o there should

ejcLat four iBdepandent linear relations between the operators*

these relations can be written down for example, In the follow-

ing forsc

(3)

> (io)

plus their Hermitean conjugate relations. So these relations

one should add the equalities

(11)

Now, the equalities (9) - (11) fora the looked for algebra

wfaioh is obeyed by the annihilation and oreation operatora.

Now, let ua construct the particle number operator H in

this model. In the chosen representation the operator M has

the form

(12)

so that the usual commutation relations hold true

(13)
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Let us try to find the expression, for the operator H in terms

of the creation and annihilation operators and their bilinear

products of the form

Az aa+ (H)

Using the decompositions (6), we find the values of the coeffi-

cients k.:

(15)
/-

i-

A3 -
Thus we have completed the construction of the algebra of

the creation and annihilation operators and also have found

the expression for the particle number operator, for the sake

of reader's convenience, let us write down all the basic rela-

tions together. The following resume is the basic result of

the present work:

(X2a,4 -+• p% d^a2 - fit&' (9)

CL C1O)

(11)

The constructed, algebra proves to be trjlinear in the

creation and annihilation operators. It can be shown (see the

Appendix) that there are no bilinear algebra with the required

property (i.e. small violation of the Pauli principle).

3. the representation of the algebra

How, one should consider various representation of the

algebra under consideration. When constructing the represen-

tations, me shall extensively use the commutation relations

between the partlole number operator and creation and annihi-

lation operators. Therefore let us now show that the commuta-

tion relations (13) are in fact a conaequenoe of the algebra

(9) - (11) and are valid in any representation of the algebra,

not only in a specific representation (4).

Let UB show that

A = a, - o (16)

We have

(17)

Multiplying this equality by &z and expressing the operators

aa+a and a through a+a2 and a a+ and using the algebra (9) - (10),

one obtains

. +f]&a
(18)

Substituting here the expressions for A± from (15), we

obtain that A - 0, Q.E.D.

Consider the representations of the algebra (9) - (11)

for &&•{?> Let us show that in the case £ + t? there are
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no two-dimensional representations.

Suppose on the contrary that the algebra has such a represen-

tation. Without loss of generality, me can assume that in this

representation the particle number operator is diagonal)

0

(19)

Let the operator a has the form:

/ ft,* u, \
&>- f ' / (20)

( S y /

Then, from the commutation relation /~N, aj - -a it follows that

0 ( A,- A* )/** \ * - at

(21)

This equation has two (unitary equivalent) solutions:

1 ( o 0 J > s o

In any case, we have a • 0 which oontradicto the commutation

relation (9) (provided f*>$ 0 ).

Thua «• have shown that the lontit dimensionality of the

representations of the algebra (9) with &+ Q is equal to three.

How consider the ease J&-0 . Then the algebra (9) - (11)

t sices the form

AT* (23)

plus the Hermitean conjugate relations. The particle number opera-

tor is equal to

A/ - - a+a, - + z
(24)

To find the representations of the algebra (23) one can use the

solutions (22). In our oase we havet

0 0 .

-2/il+ 3, 0

(25)

/* =

Therefore, the algebra (23) has the unique (up to the unitary

equivalence) representation

0. =
'0 1
0 0

_ /O 0
\0 /

(26)

As was anticipated, this representation ooinoides with the two-

dimensional representation of the usual Fermi algebra

**• ̂  (27)
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4. A toy model describing small violations of the Pauli

principle

To introduce some dynamics into our model ie should choose

a Hamlltonian. Of course, in our case this procedure ia rather

arbitrary. Let us, however, make the following simple and seeming-

ly natural choice ju&t to get a general view of what events can

happen in models based on our algebra:

(28)

where N is the particle number operator, V is the interaction

energy

V ' = <I1CL+ i- aa+a. + h.c
(29)

E and g. are parameters with the dimension of energy which have

the meanings of the energy of one-particle state and the coupling

constant, respectively. For the sake of convenient application

of the perturbation theory, let us assume that £<^E. Note

that apart from the ratio £ /E the Hamiltonian (28) does not

contain any small parameter.

In the representation where the operator N is diagonal our

Hamiltonian takes the form

0

t

0

E

e
5E

0

(30)

(When deriving (30) we have used Eq.. (6)).

Up to the terms of order 0(Sx) tile eigenvalues of the

ri are equal to

,= E+

ro-£L

i*1
= B+

i+z
- 2S + t±Z

E

(3D

The normallaed eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, up to 0(t)

terms are equal to

£5 g^ §
where the states /? are the eigenstatea of the particle num-

ber operator N. In other words, the transition matrix from the

states /i> to the states /j i> has the form



1 - £

£

The matrix H is orthogonal up to C'(&2) terms:

(33)

(34)

_ <•£• t

(39)

Consequently, for the oscillation probability W,-k we obtain

Now, let us find the probabilities of the oscillations be-

tween the various states /t'^ /J > .To do this, let us deoompoae

them along the stationary states / / J>

^ C= M! =A4T (35)

By the time t the etate / i"> will develop to the state:

(36)

We are interested in the amplitude of the transition from this

state to the state /k-j :

i.e. the quantity

We have

(37)

(38)

C .
}

(the underlined indices are not summed over). From this we see

that the matrix W^ is symmetric: W^ - ^ice. • Substi-

tuting in (40) the values C-. which are equal to

c -

1

<£

B

0

£

- i£
E

D

t

/

(41)
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we find

"if s
~2

(42)

Prom Eq. (42) i t is clearly seen that the probabilities of the

oscillations violating the Pauli principle ( WQ2 and W^2)

are suppressed at least by the factor A and vanish if ^-U-

Let us note the characteristic feature of the result ob-

tained: although the interaction Hamilton!an does not contain

any small parameter , the transitions between certain states

(namely, those transitions which are forbidden by the Pauli prin-

ciple) are strongly suppressed. The reason i s that not the Hamil-

tonian, but the commutation relations contain a small parameter.

'The small ratio %•/£ i 8 irrelevant here because it is

introduced only to make possible the application of the per-

turbation theory.

Thus, our model demonstrates a new way of violating the funda-

mental principles: through the smallness contained in the com-

mutation relations.

5. Summary and conclusions

To summarize, we have considered the problem of quantum-

mechanical description of a possibility of small violations of

the Pauli exclusion principle. We have found the simplest form

of the commutation relations for the creation and annihilation

operators which allows one to describe small deviations from the

exclusion principle. It ia shown that these commutation relations

cannot be bilinear in the creation and annihilation operators but

should be at least trilinear. Our method of constructing the sim-

plest triiinear operator algebra can be used also for a generalisa-

tion to more realistic caseB. The dynamic models based on our

algebra have the following common feature although there are no

small parameter in the interaction Hamiltonian, the transitions

in which Fauli principle i s violated ( i . e . the transitions to

the state with two identical particles) prove to be strongly sup-

pressed. This suppression is controlled by a small parameter

which enters the commutation relations,
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APPENDIX

Let us show that a small violation of the Paul! principle

oannot be described by any algebra defined by bilinear commuta-

tion relations. To be more exact, we ahall prove the following

theorem.

Theorem. Let the operators a, a"** obey a bilinear commuta-

tion relation of the form

C 4 CL f
(A1)

In addition to it, let there exists an Hermitean operator N,

satisfying the commutation relations of the form

f#> 4,] = ~CL, [ft, o/j = CL+ <A2>
and having as its eigenvalues the numbers 0, 1, ... n-1.

Then, for any finite-dimensional representation of the oper

ator a, the following equality holds true:

CLL= O (A3)

Proof. let us work in a representation where the operator

N is diagonal

A/~ a*n& (A yj ... ^ n. ) J tc = ^~ 1 (M)

n being the dimensionality of the representation. Let us find

the oommutator £nt a] in the representation:

•<<i
(A5)

The underlined indices are not summed over.

Substituting (A5) into (A2), we obtain the equation

<J (A6)

From Eq. (A6) it follows that the only nonvaniehlng elements

of matrix a can be
1+]

(i • 1, . . . n - 1 ) , that is, the

elements, standing along the over-the-main diagonal (we shall

call this diagonal the first one).

Calculating the matrices a+a, aa+, a , we find

2
the other <a )., . being equal to zero. Thus, all the nonvanishing

2elements of the matrix a stand along the second diagonal (that

is the diagonal lying over the first one).

How consider the bilinear commutation relation of the most

general form

^ o
(A8)

All the terms in (AS) are diagonal or quasidiagonal: the terms

G. ~ G-. are diagonal; the terms C- and C,- are situated on the

first diagonal and its symmetric one; the terms Cg and C_ are

situated on the second diagonal and its symmetric one. From this

fact it follows that when n ^ 3 the follbwing equalities should



- 0 cs a+= o

2
We are, of course, interested in the case where a and a are

not equal to zero, therefore the coefficients C. ,- c 7 should
p

be equal to zero. Thus, provided a, a •£ 0, the commutation re-

lation (A8) is equivalent to the Eq. (A9).

Substituting into the Eq. (A9) the explicit forms of the

operators a+a and aa+, we obtain the set of n equations for the

determination of the coefficients C. - C, and matrix elements

- D

c, ci = o (A10)

2where b. •• a. ., , b = 0 .i i,i+1 ' n-

This set of equations can be considered as the set of n

linear equations with three unknowns C. - G,, the coefficients

b. being nonnegative and containing at least one pair of neigh-

bouring nonzero numbers: ̂ ^jj+i ̂ 0 (the latter condition is

equivalent to the requirement a ^ 0 ) . In order that this set

had a nonzero solution (i.e. not all C^ were vanishing) it is

necessary that the rank of the coefficient matrix M n was less

than three (i.e. was equal to 1 or 2), where

M

0 4,

1 4, (A11)

n-
h 1

-C ^ *

Let us make two transformations of the matrix M Q which will

not change ita rank, namely: subtract the first line from all

the other lines and then subtract the third column multiplied

by b1 from the second column. Then the matrix will take the

form

ML =

0 0

L (A12)

C, 4-* p
The rank of this matrix is evidently larger by one than the

rank of the matrix

(A13)

For the following considerations It is convenient to exclude

firat three special cases: b1 - Oj ^ t̂ 0| ^°2^\ " 1i b1 ^ O j

b^b, - 2.

The case b.. • 0. Then the matrix IT! takes the form

<
(AH)

We require the linear dependence of the second and first lines

and thus we obtain b£ - 0; then, analogously, b^ - 0 etc.,

and, finally, b » 0 which means that all b. are vanishing.

Therefore, the case b1 » 0 is excluded.

-23-



The case b1 * 0. b^/b^ = 1. Acting in analogy with the previous

case, one can prove, that the linear dependence of all the lines

implies that all b^ (including bn) are equal to b... This result,

however, contradicts the condition b • 0.
n

The case b1 f 0t b^b - 2. In this oase for all b. (including

bn) it is true that b^ > kb1 which again contradicts the condi-

tion b a 0.

Having excluded the above special casee, consider now the

moat general case, when b1 + 0 and b1/b2 ^ 1 , 2 . Write down the

condition of linear dependence of the k-th and the firat lines

of the matrix ll" (using the condition b,

= o
(A15)

In order to eliminate the inhomogeneity in this recurrent

equation, let us Bhift k —>• k + 1:

#1
and, subtracting (A15) from (A16), obtain

(A16)

~T~~y ~ (A17)

The characteristic equation for this recurrent relation has

the form

x 1-
(A18)

Its solutions are

Therefore, the general solution of the equation (A17) can be

written in the form

= c,1 l £ "" Z (A2O)

J* BUM. v~ can be determined from the initial con-

ditions: the first two terms of the sequence (A20) are equal

The constants and

.|

(A21)

c =
2

So, the n-th term of the sequence (A20), which we are interested

in, haa the form

444 = (A22)

Equating b. to xero, we find that (taking into account the

condition b./b2 » 2) for odd n the equation b • 0 has no solu-

tion whereas for even n there is the unique solution

therefore

1 • (A23)

This sequence, however, does not contain a pair of neighbouring

nonzero terms. Thus the last case under consideration la also

excluded. Q.E.D.
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